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What is a “stayer”?

Leavers, arrivers and stayers

Our status is always changing

Picture a stayer on the first day of school in August



Working Models of Transitions: The 
Questions

Doug Ota book….(p.26) People develop working models of mobility...
What is happening to me?
What am I feeling?
Why am I feeling this way?
Does anyone know how I am feeling?
Does anybody care?
Will anyone help me when I feel this way?



Attachment 
School age years in context of flux - people coming, going, staying

NEGATIVE END of working models of 
attachment

It’s too hard, I will not let people get too close
The only person you can really depend on is 
yourself
Other people will disappoint you
Life’s challenges you make through on your own
If you don’t care too much about people, it’s not 
so hard to say goodbye
If you’re leaving anyway, what’s the point in 
making friends?

POSITIVE END of working models of 
attachment

Saying goodbye is difficult, but life enriched 
knowing this person
Saying goodbye is hard, but I know how
Challenges like this are disguised opportunities 
for growth
I can make new friends and I know how
Knowing people and being known makes life 
worthwhile
I will never lose the connections I have felt to 
people



The experience of a stayer

Grief and loss

Things are the same but the people are different

Supporting arrivers and leavers

Can feel burn-out, fatigue and might distance themselves from 
new experiences/people



Children and Grief

Children may experience grief differently than adults:
- may pop in and out of grief
- small things may cause big emotions
- may not understand or be able to verbalise emotions, but may 

feel sadness, worry of losing secure attachment
- older children (teenagers) may hide or lock emotions inside
- will watch adult responses

Many links about grief in context of a death but many of the 
elements are parallel.



What can help? Strategies

Provide comfort not only encouragement. Listen and 
acknowledge.

AFT -- discuss Actions
Feelings
Thoughts

Keep in touch with those who have left. Kids may need help



In closing...

Let’s make sure that as a community we address 
transitions so we can: 
• take care of the stayers, 
• say good-bye to the leavers and 
• welcome the arrivers



Resources and Links

Online:
GloballyGrounded - 6 Steps for Stayers
When Children Grieve - Psychology Today
Children and Grief - PsychCentral
How Children Grieve - Social Work Today
Support vs Toxic Positivity

Resource Books:
The Emotionally Resilient Expat: Engage, Adapt and Thrive Across Cultures by: Linda Janssen
Third Culture Kids: Growing up Among Worlds by: David Pollock and Ruth Van Reken
Safe Passage: How Mobility Affects People and What International Schools Should Do About It by: Douglas Ota

Picture Books:
The Goodbye Time - Celeste Conway
Heart in a Bottle - Oliver Jeffers
Herbie Jones Moves On - Suzy Kline
My Last Best Friend - Julie Bowe
Half a World Away - Libby Gleeson
Not So Very Far Away - Lisa Smith
An Angel For Solomon Singer - Cynthia Rylant
Ira Says Goodbye - Bernard Waber


